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Round: 2 Maker’s Name Bill Rau 

 

Image No: 1 Image Title: Sentinel 

 

 

BURKE COMMENTS AND RATINGS 

Comments: The colors appear about right and the framing limb does help to increase interest.  The 

main structure does depict an identifiable place.  However, the scene should be larger to the story can be 

better appreciated. 

 

Improvements:  A closer view probably would add impact. The colors can be enhanced somewhat.   

 

Visual Feedback: Yes 

 

Interest: 3.0      Technical: 3.0      Composition: 3.0 

   

DOERRIE COMMENTS AND RATINGS 

Comments: Nice composition in framing the rock formation with the tree/branch.   

 

Improvements: Unfortunately, I don't think there is a lot you can do to overcome the rather flat light 

other than shooting this earlier/later in the day.  Where are some good storm clouds when we need 

them?!   

 

Visual Feedback: No 

 

Interest: Good      Technical: Improvements helpful      Composition: Above average 

   

SUKUMAR COMMENTS AND RATINGS 

 

 

 



 

Image No: 2 Image Title: Square Butte 

 

 

BURKE COMMENTS AND RATINGS 

Comments:  You did a pretty job of establishing a time and a place. The clouds do add interest.  Perhaps 

by move closer to the barn and somewhat to one side (if possible), the overall interest of the scene would 

be increased; the head-on view does not provide the strongest image. 

 

Improvements:  Some color enhancement would be an improvement, also. 

 

Visual Feedback. Yes 

 

Interest: Good     Technical: Good      Composition: Improvements helpful. 

   

DOERRIE COMMENTS AND RATINGS 

Comments: Ah ... here are the storm clouds!  Interesting old barn.     

 

Improvements: I'm somewhat bothered by the horizon line being very close to the center of the image.  

My inclination probably would be to crop this to a vertical image.  I'll try that and see what I think. 

 

Visual Feedback: Yes 

 

Interest: Above average      Technical: Good      Composition: Improvements helpful 

   

SUKUMAR COMMENTS AND RATINGS 

 

 

 


